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Abstract

Lack of text data has been the major is-
sue on code-switching language model-
ing. In this paper, we introduce multi-
task learning based language model which
shares syntax representation of languages
to leverage linguistic information and
tackle the low resource data issue. Our
model jointly learns both language mod-
eling and Part-of-Speech tagging on code-
switched utterances. In this way, the
model is able to identify the location of
code-switching points and improves the
prediction of next word. Our approach
outperforms standard LSTM based lan-
guage model, with an improvement of
9.7% and 7.4% in perplexity on SEAME
Phase I and Phase II dataset respectively.

1 Introduction

Code-switching has received a lot of attention
from speech and computational linguistic commu-
nities especially on how to automatically recog-
nize text from speech and understand the struc-
ture within it. This phenomenon is very com-
mon in bilingual and multilingual communities.
For decades, linguists studied this phenomenon
and found that speakers switch at certain points,
not randomly and obeys several constraints which
point to the code-switched position in an utter-
ance (Poplack, 1980; Belazi et al., 1994; Myers-
Scotton, 1997; Muysken, 2000; Auer and Wei,
2007). These hypotheses have been empiri-
cally proven by observing that bilinguals tend to
code-switch intra-sententially at certain (morpho)-
syntactic boundaries (Poplack, 2015). Belazi et al.
(1994) defined the well-known theory that con-
straints the code-switch between a functional head
and its complement is given the strong relation-

ship between the two constituents, which cor-
responds to a hierarchical structure in terms of
Part-of-Speech (POS) tags. Muysken (2000) in-
troduced Matrix-Language Model Framework for
an intra-sentential case where the primary lan-
guage is called Matrix Language and the second
one called Embedded Language (Myers-Scotton,
1997). A language island was then introduced
which is a constituent composed entirely of the
language morphemes. From the Matrix-Language
Frame Model, both matrix language (ML) is-
land and embedded language (EL) islands are
well-formed in their grammars and the EL is-
lands are constrained under ML grammar (Namba,
2004). (Fairchild and Van Hell, 2017) studied de-
terminer–noun switches in Spanish–English bilin-
guals .

Code-switching can be classified into two
categories: intra-sentential and inter-sentential
switches (Poplack, 1980). Intra-sentential switch
defines a shift from one language to another lan-
guage within an utterance. Inter-sentential switch
refers to the change between two languages in a
single discourse, where the switching occurs af-
ter a sentence in the first language has been com-
pleted and the next sentence starts with a new lan-
guage. The example of the intra-sentential switch
is shown in (1), and the inter-sentential switch is
shown in (2).

(1) 我要去 check.

(I want to go) check.

(2) 我不懂要怎么讲一个小时 seriously I
didn’t have so much things to say

(I don’t understand how to speak for an
hour) seriously I didn’t have so much things
to say
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Language modeling using only word lexicons
is not adequate to learn the complexity of code-
switching patterns, especially in a low resource
setting. Learning at the same time syntactic fea-
tures such as POS tag and language identifier al-
lows to have a shared grammatical information
that constraint the next word prediction. Due
to this reason, we propose a multi-task learning
framework for code-switching language modeling
task which is able to leverage syntactic features
such as language and POS tag.

The main contribution of this paper is two-
fold. First, multi-task learning model is pro-
posed to jointly learn language modeling task and
POS sequence tagging task on code-switched ut-
terances. Second, we incorporate language infor-
mation into POS tags to create bilingual tags - it
distinguishes tags between Chinese and English.
The POS tag features are shared towards the lan-
guage model and enrich the features to better learn
where to switch. From our experiments result, we
found that our method improves the perplexity on
SEAME Phase I and Phase II dataset (Nanyang
Technological University, 2015).

2 Related Work

The earliest language modeling research on code-
switching data was applying linguistic theo-
ries on computational modelings such as Inver-
sion Constraints and Functional Head Constraints
on Chinese-English code-switching data (Li and
Fung, 2012; Ying and Fung, 2014). Vu et al.
(2012) built a bilingual language model which is
trained by interpolating two monolingual language
models with statistical machine translation (SMT)
based text generation to generate artificial code-
switching text. Adel et al. (2013a,b) introduced
a class-based method using RNNLM for comput-
ing the posterior probability and added POS tags
in the input. Adel et al. (2015) explored the com-
bination of brown word clusters, open class words,
and clusters of open class word embeddings as
hand-crafted features for improving the factored
language model. In addition, Dyer et al. (2016)
proposed a generative language modeling with ex-
plicit phrase structure. A method of tying input
and output embedding helped to reduce the num-
ber of parameters in language model and improved
the perplexity (Press and Wolf, 2017).

Learning multiple NLP tasks using multi-task
learning have been recently used in many do-

mains (Collobert et al., 2011; Luong et al., 2016;
Hashimoto et al., 2016). They presented a joint
many-task model to handle multiple NLP tasks
and share parameters with growing depth in a sin-
gle end-to-end model. A work by Aguilar et al.
(2017) showed the potential of combining POS
tagging with Named-Entity Recognition task.

3 Methodology

This section shows how to build the features and
how to train our multi-task learning language
model. Multi-task learning consists of two NLP
tasks: Language modeling and POS sequence tag-
ging.

3.1 Feature Representation
In the model, word lexicons and syntactic features
are used as input.

Word Lexicons: Sentences are encoded as 1-
hot vectors and our vocabulary is built from train-
ing data.

Syntactic Features: For each language island,
phrase within the same language, we extract POS
Tags iteratively using Chinese and English Penn
Tree Bank Parser (Tseng et al., 2005; Toutanova
et al., 2003). There are 31 English POS Tags and
34 Chinese POS Tags. Chinese words are distin-
guishable from English words since they have dif-
ferent encoding. We add language information in
the POS tag label to discriminate POS tag between
two languages.

3.2 Model Description
Figure 1 illustrates our multi-task learning exten-
sion to recurrent language model. In this multi-
task learning setting, the tasks are language mod-
eling and POS tagging. The POS tagging task
shares the POS tag vector and the hidden states to
LM task, but it does not receive any information
from the other loss. Let wt be the word lexicon in
the document and pt be the POS tag of the corre-
sponding wt at index t. They are mapped into em-
bedding matrices to get their d-dimensional vector
representations xwt and xpt . The input embedding
weights are tied with the output weights. We con-
catenate xwt and xpt as the input of LSTMlm. The
information from the POS tag sequence is shared
to the language model through this step.

ut = LSTMlm(xwt ⊕ xpt , ut−1)

vt = LSTMpt(x
p
t , vt−1)
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Figure 1: Multi-Task Learning Framework

where ⊕ denotes the concatenation operator, ut
and vt are the final hidden states of LSTMlm and
LSTMpt respectively. ut and vt, the hidden states
from both LSTMs are summed before predicting
the next word.

zt = ut + vt

yt =
ezt∑T
j=1 e

zj
, where j = 1, .., T

The word distribution of the next word yt is nor-
malized using softmax function. The model uses
cross-entropy losses as error functions Llm and
Lpt for language modeling task and POS tagging
task respectively. We optimize the multi-objective
losses using the Back Propagation algorithm and
we perform a weighted linear sum of the losses
for each individual task.

Ltotal = pLlm + (1− p)Lpt

where p is the weight of the loss in the training.

3.3 Experimental Setup
In this section, we present the experimental setting
for this task

Corpus: SEAME (South East Asia Mandarin-
English), a conversational Mandarin-English
code-switching speech corpus consists of spon-
taneously spoken interviews and conversations
(Nanyang Technological University, 2015). Our
dataset (LDC2015S04) is the most updated
version of the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)

database. However, the statistics are not identical
to Lyu et al. (2010). The corpus consists of two
phases. In Phase I, only selected audio segments
were transcribed. In Phase II, most of the audio
segments were transcribed. According to the
authors, it was not possible to restore the original
dataset. The authors only used Phase I corpus.
Few speaker ids are not in the speaker list pro-
vided by the authors Lyu et al. (2010). Therefore
as a workaround, we added these ids to the train
set. As our future reference, the recording lists are
included in the supplementary material.

Table 1: Data Statistics in SEAME Phase I
Train set Dev set Test set

# Speakers 139 8 8
# Utterances 45,916 1,938 1,228

# Tokens 762K 31K 17K
Avg. segments

length
3.67 3.68 3.18

Avg. switches 3.60 3.47 3.67

Table 2: Data Statistics in SEAME Phase II
Train set Dev set Test set

# Speakers 138 8 8
# Utterances 78,815 4,764 3,933

# Tokens 1.2M 65K 60K
Avg. segment

length
4.21 3.59 3.99

Avg. switches 2.94 3.12 3.07

Table 3: Code-Switching Trigger Words in
SEAME Phase II

POS Tag Freq POS Tag Freq
VVZH 107,133 NNEN 31,031
ADZH 97,681 RBEN 12,498
PNZH 92,117 NNPEN 11,734
NNZH 45,088 JJEN 5,040
VAZH 27,442 INEN 4,801
CDZH 20,158 VBEN 4,703

Preprocessing: First, we tokenized En-
glish and Chinese word using Stanford NLP
toolkit (Manning et al., 2014). Second, all hesita-
tions and punctuations were removed except apos-
trophe, for examples: “let’s” and “it’s”. Table 1
and Table 2 show the statistics of SEAME Phase I
and II corpora. Table 3 shows the most common
trigger POS tag for Phase II corpus.
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Training: The baseline model was trained
using RNNLM (Mikolov et al., 2011)1. Then,
we trained our LSTM models with different hid-
den sizes [200, 500]. All LSTMs have 2 layers
and unrolled for 35 steps. The embedding size is
equal to the LSTM hidden size. A dropout reg-
ularization (Srivastava et al., 2014) was applied
to the word embedding vector and POS tag em-
bedding vector, and to the recurrent output (Gal
and Ghahramani, 2016) with values between [0.2,
0.4]. We used a batch size of 20 in the train-
ing. EOS tag was used to separate every sentence.
We chose Stochastic Gradient Descent and started
with a learning rate of 20 and if there was no im-
provement during the evaluation, we reduced the
learning rate by a factor of 0.75. The gradient was
clipped to a maximum of 0.25. For the multi-task
learning, we used different loss weights hyper-
parameters p in the range of [0.25, 0.5, 0.75]. We
tuned our model with the development set and we
evaluated our best model using the test set, taking
perplexity as the final evaluation metric. Where
the latter was calculated by taking the exponential
of the error in the negative log-form.

PPL(w) = eLtotal

4 Results

Table 4 and Table 5 show the results of multi-
task learning with different values of the hyper-
parameter p. We observe that the multi-task model
with p = 0.25 achieved the best performance.
We compare our multi-task learning model against
RNNLM and LSTM baselines. The baselines
correspond to recurrent neural networks that are
trained with word lexicons. Table 6 and Table
7 present the overall results from different mod-
els. The multi-task model performs better than
LSTM baseline by 9.7% perplexity in Phase I
and 7.4% perplexity in Phase II. The performance
of our model in Phase II is also better than the
RNNLM (8.9%) and far better than the one pre-
sented in Adel et al. (2013b) in Phase I.

Moreover, the results show that adding shared
POS tag representation to LSTMlm does not hurt
the performance of the language modeling task.
This implies that the syntactic information helps
the model to better predict the next word in the
sequence. To further verify this hypothesis, we

1downloaded from Mikolov’s website
http://www.fit.vutbr.cz/ imikolov/rnnlm/

Table 4: Multi-task results with different weighted
loss hyper-parameter in Phase I

Hidden
size p

PPL
Dev

PPL
Test

200
0.25 180.90 178.18
0.5 182.6 178.75
0.75 180.90 178.18

500
0.25 173.55 174.96
0.5 175.23 173.89
0.75 185.83 178.49

Table 5: Multi-task results with different weighted
loss hyper-parameter in Phase II

Hidden
size p

PPL
Dev

PPL
Test

200
0.25 149.68 149.84
0.5 150.92 152.38
0.75 150.32 151.22

500
0.25 141.86 141.71
0.5 144.18 144.27
0.75 145.08 144.85

Table 6: Results in Phase I

Model PPL
Dev

PPL
Test

RNNLM (Adel et al., 2013a) 246.60 287.88
(Adel et al., 2015) 238.86 245.40
FI + OF (Adel et al., 2013a) 219.85 239.21
FLM (Adel et al., 2013b) 177.79 192.08
LSTM 190.33 185.91
+ syntactic features 178.51 176.57
Multi-task 173.55 174.96

Table 7: Results in Phase II

Model PPL
Dev

PPL
Test

RNNLM 178.35 171.27
LSTM 150.65 153.06
+ syntactic features 147.44 148.38
Multi-task 141.86 141.71

conduct two analysis by visualizing our prediction
examples in Figure 2:

a) Measure the improvement of the target word’s
log probability by multi-task model compared to
standard LSTM model. This is computed by cal-
culating the log probability difference between
two models. According to Figure 2, in most of the
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他    graduate     了        then        他       就要       去       做工

graduate     了        then       他       就要        去       做工       了

 他         是        under     那种   security     的

是       under     那种  security     的    company

 你          有          没          有        什么      理想       的

有          没          有        什么     理想        的  honeymoon

 他    graduate     了        then        他       就要       去       做工

graduate     了        then       他       就要        去       做工       了

 他         是        under     那种   security     的

是       under     那种  security     的    company

 你          有          没          有        什么      理想       的

有          没          有        什么     理想        的  honeymoon

           是          做        next  generation   的   wireless network

           我          是         做         next  generation   的    wireless

           是          做        next  generation   的   wireless network

           我          是         做         next  generation   的    wireless

Figure 2: Prediction examples in Phase II. Left: Each square shows the target word’s log probability
improvement by multi-task model compared to LSTM model (Darker color is better). Right: Each
square shows the probability of the next POS tag is Chinese (Darker color represents higher probability)

cases, the multi-task model improves the predic-
tion of the monolingual segments and particularly
in code-switching points such as “under”, “secu-
rity”, “generation”, “then”, “graduate”, “他”, and
“的”. It also shows that the multi-task model is
more precise in learning where to switch language.
On the other hand, Table 3 shows the relative fre-
quency of the trigger POS tag. The word “then”
belong to RBEN , which is one of the most com-
mon trigger words in the list. Furthermore, the
target word prediction is significantly improved in
most of the trigger words.

b) Report the probability that the next produced
POS tag is Chinese. It is shown that words “then”,
“security”, “了”, “那种”, “做”, and “的” tend to
switch the language context within the utterance.
However, it is very hard to predict all the cases
correctly. This is may due to the fact that with-
out any switching, the model still creates a correct
sentence.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a multi-task learning ap-
proach for code-switched language modeling. The
multi-task learning models achieve the best perfor-
mance and outperform LSTM baseline with 9.7%
and 7.4% improvement in perplexity for Phase I
and Phase II SEAME corpus respectively. This
implies that by training two different NLP tasks
together the model can correctly learn the correla-
tion between them. Indeed, the syntactic informa-
tion helps the model to be aware of code-switching

points and it improves the performance over the
language model. Finally, we conclude that multi-
task learning has good potential on code-switching
language modeling research and there are still
rooms for improvements, especially by adding
more language pairs and corpora.
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